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The previous meeting of the Committee on International Trade took place on Wednesday 19, March 2014, 

9.00-12.30 & 15.00 - 18.30 and on Thursday 20, March, 9.00-12.30 in Brussels. The following items were on 

the agenda. 

1. Amendment of Regulation (EC) No 428/2009 setting up a Community regime for the 
control of exports, transfer, brokering and transit of dual-use items 

Consideration & votes 
The Committee adopted a recommendation for the second reading on the so-called "Dual Use Regulation", to 

be voted during 2-3 April plenary session. A first delegated act under the updated regulation is expected to be 

in place by the end of 2014. A compromise reached between the co-legislators includes statements addressing 

the need for further modernisation of the EU's dual-use export control system. The EU controls the export, 

transit and brokering of the dual use items – goods, software and technologies used for civilian purposes, but 

which may have military applications – limiting the risk of proliferation and military use, without hampering 

legitimate trade. 

 

 
PROCEDURE TIMETABLE  

Rapporteur: Christofer Fjellner (EPP) Considerations: 19/3/2014 

Responsible administrator: Mindaugas Kojelis Deadline for Amendments: 19/3/2014, 12.00 

Procedure: 2011/0310(COD) Adoption INTA: 20/3/2014 

Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption in plenary: Apr-I-14  

2. State of play of on-going trilogue negotiations 
Exchange of views 

 

- Regarding the proposal for a decision providing macro-financial assistance (MFA) to Tunisia 

(2013/0416(COD), rapporteur: Vital Moreira (S&D)), the Council agreed to the amendments adopted in 

INTA on 13 February and thus there was no need for an actual trilogue meeting. The adoption of this file is 

foreseen in the plenary session in April in Strasbourg. 

 

- Regarding the ISDS financial responsibility regulation (2012/0163(COD), rapporteur: Paweł Zalewski 

(EPP)), INTA received a draft text from Greek Presidency for Articles 8, 9 and 22 and the next trilogue 

meeting was announced to take place on 20 March.   

3. Monitoring Groups Activities 
Exchange of views 

 

The INTA Committee received feedback from the meetings of the Monitoring Groups on Japan, Russia and 

USA. 

4. Protocol to the Free Trade Agreement between the European Union and its Member 
States, of the one part, and the Republic of Korea, of the other part, to take account of 
the accession of Croatia to the European Union 

Consideration of draft recommendation (consent) 

On 24 September 2012, the Council authorised the Commission to open negotiations with the Republic of 

Korea in order to conclude an Additional Protocol to the Free Trade Agreement between the European Union 

and its Member States, and the Republic of Korea, to take account of the accession of Croatia to the European 

Union. Those negotiations were successfully completed by initialling the Protocol on 8 November 2013. The 

INTA Rapporteur, Mr Robert Sturdy (ECR) welcomed the Protocol to the EU-Korea Free Trade Agreement 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fTEXT%2bCOMPARL%2bINTA-OJ-20140401-1%2b01%2bDOC%2bXML%2bV0%2f%2fEN&language=EN
mailto:http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/28126/Christofer%20FJELLNER_home.html
mailto:Mindaugas.kojelis@europarl.europa.eu
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2011/0310(COD)&l=en
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and recommended that the European Parliament should give its consent. He said that the accession of Croatia 

to the European Union needs to be fully reflected in the EU-Korea Free Trade Agreement. Members were in 

agreement.  

 
PROCEDURE TIMETABLE  

Rapporteur: Robert Sturdy (ECR) Consideration of draft report: 19/3/2014 

Responsible administrator: Heikki Suortti  Deadline for Amendments: tbc 

Procedure: 2014/0019(NLE) Planned adoption INTA: tbc 

Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption in plenary: tbc  

5. Reduction or elimination of customs duties on goods originating in Ukraine 

Consideration and vote 

The rapporteur presented his draft report on the urgent legislative proposal to grant Ukraine unilateral trade 

preferences on goods. The Committee held an engaging and substantial debate on the merits and the risks of 

such EU measures in the current context in Ukraine. Whereas the rapporteur proposed that the proposal be 

adopted without amendments due to the political and economic stakes for Ukraine, other Members suggested 

that additional conditionality should be inserted in the regulation with regards to human rights and labour 

standards. Three amendments were subsequently tabled. 

 

 
PROCEDURE TIMETABLE  

Rapporteur: Paweł Zalewski (EPP) Consideration of draft report: 19/3/2014 

Responsible administrator: Nicolas Dorgeret Deadline for Amendments: 19/3/2014, 19.00 

Procedure: 2014/0090(COD) Adoption INTA: 20/3/2014 

Lead committee: INTA Planned adoption in plenary: Apr-I-14  

6. Exchange of views with Arancha González, Executive Director of the International Trade 
Centre 

 

Arancha Gonzalez presented the activities of the International Trade Centre in favour of the insertion of SMEs 

from developing and least-developed countries in the global trading system. She explained that the ITC 

provides guidance to government and private sector to address their difficulties in exporting (in particle non-

tariff barriers) and encourages the development of business-to-business contacts, of public-private initiatives 

and of vocational training. She insisted on the role of women in developing entrepreneurship and on the 

leverage of public procurement to foster private sector's growth. In conclusions, she stressed the importance of 

foreign investments and the role of donors to sponsor the projects supported by the ITC. 

7. Presentation of an external study by Lorand Bartels, University of Cambridge, on 
'Human Rights Clauses in Trade and Investment Agreement after the Lisbon Treaty: 
Implications for the European Parliament" 

 

The EU has included human rights clauses in its international trade and cooperation agreements since the 

early 1990s. These clauses permit a party to a trade agreement to adopt ‘appropriate measures’ in the event 

that the other party violates human rights or democratic principles.  

 

Mr Bartels presented the study, stressing the changes entailed by the Lisbon Treaty (mandating the inclusion 

of such clauses in trade agreements) and focusing on the essential elements, non-execution and linkage 

clauses, which constitute the legal infrastructure though which the protection of human rights operate in 

international trade and investment agreements. He then laid out its recommendations, focusing inter alia on 

the scope of the essential clauses, on the monitoring of the human right violations, and on their enforcement 

and implementation mechanisms. The rich debate that followed dealt with issues regarding the difficulties of 

convincing negotiating partners to accept enhanced human rights protection and clauses on corporate social 

responsibility. 

mailto:http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/2037/Robert%20STURDY_home.html
mailto:Heikki.suortti@europarl.europa.eu
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/popups/ficheprocedure.do?reference=2014/0019(NLE)&l=en
mailto:http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/96777/Paweł%20ZALEWSKI_home.html
mailto:nicolas.dorgeret@europarl.europa.eu
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8. State of play of negotiations on the Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA) 
In camera 

The European Commission debriefed INTA Members on the latest development in the negotiations: the last 

round chaired by the EU in February delivered substantial progress on the drafting of regulatory disciplines in 

several sectors and gave an opportunity for participants to present their draft liberalisation offers for market 

access and national treatment. These offers do not have the same degree of ambition and this gap will have to 

be bridged in the coming rounds. The issue of the public consultation on TiSA was also mentioned as it has 

allowed the Commission to gather comments and ideas from NGOs, civil society and the business 

community. Finally, a lot of Members' questions focused on China's request to join the negotiating table, as 

Members expressed concerns that the chances of China accepting the terms agreed in the negotiations 

decrease as time goes by. 

9. EU-Mexico Economic and Trade Relations 

Exchange of views 

The INTA Committee had an exchange of views with the Mexican Ambassador to the EU, Mr Gomez, on 

EU-Mexico economic and trade relations. The Ambassador gave a detailed description of the political and 

economic reforms, which have been undertaken by Mexico in the recent past, with a special emphasis on the 

"Pacto por Mexico". He pledged for a modernisation of the EU-Mexico "global agreement" (containing a 

trade chapter). Members had a lively discussion with the Ambassadors on the prospects, conditions and 

timeline for a modernisation of this trade agreement.  

10. Votes 

Amendment of Regulation (EC) No 428/2009 setting up a Community regime for the control of 

exports, transfer, brokering and transit of dual-use items 

Rapporteur: Christofer Fjellner (EPP) 
 

 in favour against abstentions 

Draft recommendation for second reading  22 0 3 

Amendment of Council Regulation (EC) No 2173/2005 on the establishment of a FLEGT licensing 

scheme for imports of timber into the European Community 

Rapporteur: Iuliu Winkler (EPP) 
 

 in favour against abstentions 

Vote on the outcome of the trilogue 

negotiations  
24 0 0 

Reduction or elimination of customs duties on goods originating in Ukraine 

Rapporteur: Paweł Zalewski (EPP) 
 

 in favour against abstentions 

Draft report as amended 22 2 1 

11. State of Play on Economic Partnership Agreements 
Exchange of views 

Ahead of the EU-Africa Parliamentary and Governmental Summits, Members examined the state of play in 

negotiations for Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) with ACP countries. In addition to the 

implementation of EPAs in Caribbean, in Papua New Guinea and in the Eastern and Southern Africa, MEPs 

discussed a deal reached with West Africa and issues to be addressed in on-going negotiations with the East 

Africa Community and the Southern Africa Development Community. 
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12. Presentation of the World Bank report on the evaluation of the EU-Turkey Customs 
Union 

In camera 

The report drawn up by the World Bank on the "Evaluation of the EU-Turkey Customs Union" and presented 

in-camera to INTA has been long-awaited. Produced at the request of the European Commission, this report 

takes stock of the 18-year-old "hybrid" Customs Union, that has been a key driver for boosting economic 

growth between two major economic partners; over two decades, the value of bilateral trade between the 

European Union and Turkey has increased dramatically: more than fourfold since 1996 (establishment of the 

Customs Union).  

 

Turkey is today the EU sixth biggest trading partners; and the EU is the Turkey's biggest partner with 38% of 

Turkey's total trade going to the EU, and 70% of foreign direct investment coming from the EU. 

 

However, the World Bank report underlines the need for upgrading the system. In its current form, the union 

does not cover, for example, some of the key trade areas, including agriculture, services, public procurement, 

to name but a few. Also, the Customs Union appears now to increasingly become less well-equipped to handle 

the changing dynamics of global trade integration, such as the multiplication of bilateral trade negotiations. In 

other word, there is an urgency to re-think the framework governing the Turkey-EU trade relationship. The 

World Bank report is set to be public beginning of April. 

 

 
Back to Content 
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The next meeting of the Committee on International Trade is scheduled on Tuesday 1, April 2014, 9.00-12.30 

& 15.00 - 18.30 in Brussels. The meeting will be webstreamed, except for the in camera items. 

1. Workshop "Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) provisions in the EU's International 
Investment Agreements" 

Workshop 
On 1 April, INTA will be holding a workshop on the issue of investor to state dispute settlement – a legal 

mechanism whereby investors can take cases against states under certain conditions. Representatives from 

industry, international organisations and academia will examine how this works in practice as well as the EU's 

approach to investment agreements.  

2. Exchange of views with Karel De Gucht, Commissioner for trade, on EU trade policy 
under this Commission's term 

Exchange of views 
INTA will exchange views with Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht on the achievements of the Union's 

trade policy over the past parliamentary term. Parliament has exercised significant powers over this policy as 

co-legislator under the Lisbon treaty together with its powers to consent on international trade agreements. 

How has trade policy contributed to restoring EU's prosperity, while creating much-needed jobs both in the EU 

and abroad?  

3. The World Bank Trade Strategy, 2011-2021 
Exchange of views 

 

Jeff Lewis, Director of the World Bank's Trade Department, will present the implementation of the Bank's 

strategy 2011-2021 to develop international trade in all parts of the world through better market access, 

capacity building, trade facilitation and enhancing services delivery. He will also explain how this strategy has 

evolved since it was introduced in 2011 and how it goes hand in hand with the actions endorsed at the last 

Ministerial Conference of the WTO on Trade Facilitation and support to least-developed countries. 

4. Presentation of the detailed appraisal of the Commission's impact assessment 
accompanying the proposal for the EU-US Transatlantic Trade and Investment 
Partnership 

 

A detail appraisal to be undertaken in order to evaluate Commission's impact assessment that was undertaken 

before the launch of TTIP negotiations. Prof. Jacques Pelkmans from CEPS (Centre for European Policy 

Studies) with his colleagues will give a brief summary of their findings. 

5. State of play of on-going trilogue negotiations 

Exchange of views 

On 20th March the fifth informal trilogue was held on the ISDS financial responsibility regulation 

(2012/0163(COD. A new trilogue will take place on 2 April. 

6. Proposal for a Council Decision providing Macro-Financial Assistance to Ukraine 
 

The Committee will hold an exchange of views with the European Commission's DG ECFIN regarding their 

proposal for a Council decision to provide additional macro-financial assistance (MFA) to Ukraine through a € 

1 Bn loan. Two MFA decisions had been taken in 2002 and 2010 to support Ukraine with loans of up to € 610 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/?legislature=7&start-date=20-03-2013&end-date=18-04-2013&committee=INTA
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Million.  

 

By design of this instrument, this assistance will be a conditional top-up loan  adding to a programme of the 

International Monetary Fund. The disbursement of the MFA is also tied to the finalisation of the agreement 

between the Ukrainian government and the International Monetary Fund for a two-year stand-by arrangement 

foreseeing up to $ 18 Billion of loans, for which a staff-level deal was announced on 27 March.  

 

This proposal for additional MFA is therefore part of the support package for Ukraine announced by the 

European Commission on 5 March (endorsed by the Council the next day) and contributes to the total $ 27 

Billion financial support of the international community to Ukraine. 

 
Back to Content 
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State-of-play of ongoing negotiations 

 

Free trade agreements: tentative dates of upcoming negotiation rounds  

All dates are indicative and subject to possible changes and postponement. 

 

Morocco 7-11 April, 12-16 May 

Tisa 22-28 April, 23-27 June 

USA 19-23 May, 14-18 July 

China EU-China Investment Agreement negotiations, 2-6 June 

Vietnam 23-27 June, 21-25 July 

Japan 30 June – 4 July 

Central America Association Council, 25-26 June 

WTO Services cluster 16-20 June 

Source: DG TRADE, European Commission, more info 
 

State of play on Trade Defence Instruments 

 

State-of-play of the Union's TDI 
 

The European Commission welcomes the agreement reached between European and Chinese wine industries 

which will put an end to China's anti-dumping and anti-subsidy cases 

 

The European and Chinese wine industries, respectively represented by CEEV and CADA, have reached an 

agreement which will lead to the termination of the Chinese investigations into European wine exports 

initiated in July 2013 and will provide the basis for technical cooperation and exchanges planned for the next 

two years.  

 

EU Agriculture Commissioner Dacian Çioloş stated: “I welcome the amicable solution which has been found 

by the two industries. My expectation is that the question mark hanging over EU wine exports as a result of 

the Chinese investigation is now clearly resolved and this is very good news. We have been strengthening 

collaboration and cooperation with China in the agricultural sector over the past four years and I am 

committed to taking this further, because the scope to bring benefits to farmers and consumers in China and 

Europe is very clear. I now look forward to working with my counterparts in the Chinese Government to 

build on this outcome.” 

 

EU Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht stated: "I applaud the fact that the Chinese wine industry will 

withdraw its application for anti-dumping and anti-subsidy measures. I expect that the case will now be 

formally terminated so that the EU wine industry can continue to export its quality products to China in a fair 

and competitive environment. After the recent agreement reached in the polysilicon case, this is yet another 

positive development which will further strengthen the EU-China bilateral relationship." 

 

More info 

 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/trade/creating-opportunities/bilateral-relations
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-301_en.htm
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WTO Dispute settlement  

 

Latest DSU developments  

 

Chinese restrictions on access to rare earths and other raw materials - WTO rules in EU’s favour 

(Commission Press Release) 

 

The World Trade Organisation (WTO) issued a panel ruling on 26 March against China’s export restrictions 

on rare earths, as well as tungsten and molybdenum that are used as essential components by a wide range of 

European industries. In line with the previous ruling on other raw materials, the WTO found that China’s 

export duties and quotas were in breach of China’s WTO commitments and were not justified for reasons of 

environmental protection or conservation policy. The WTO panel’s ruling backs the claims of the EU and its 

co-complainants, the US and Japan. The verdict is clear: export restrictions cannot be imposed supposedly to 

conserve exhaustible natural resources if domestic use of the same raw materials is not limited for the same 

purpose.  

 

Neither the complainants nor the panel contest China’s right to put in place environmental and conservation 

policies. However, as unequivocally confirmed by the WTO Panel, the sovereign right of a country over its 

natural resources does not allow it to control international markets or the global distribution of raw materials. 

A WTO Member may decide on the level or pace at which it uses its resources but once raw materials have 

been extracted, they are subject to WTO trade rules. The extracting country cannot limit the sales of its raw 

materials to its domestic industry, giving them a competitive edge over foreign firms.  

 

This ruling secures non-discriminatory access to raw materials. The EU believes this is in the interest of all 

WTO members, since all countries – whether developed or developing – rely on each other for their raw 

materials and global production chains. 

More information 
 

 

Meetings held during weeks 12  

 

 17 March: Interview with Master's student on the EU's Trade Policy after the Treaty of Lisbon  

 

 18 March: Key speaker at the lunch seminar on "A New Challenge for the European Parliament in 

Trade Policy: Transforming power into influence", organised by the Centre for European Policy Studies 

(CEPS) 

 

 19 March: Speaker at the hearing on "Civil Society Views on Transatlantic Trade Relations and the 

future TTIP: European Stakeholder's perspective", organised by the European Economic and Social 

Committee  

 

 20 March: Interview for EbS (European Commission´s Audiovisual Services) on the EP vote on the 

reduction or elimination of customs duties on goods originating in Ukraine 

 

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=1051
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Pending briefing notes & studies by the Policy department  

 

 External study on the parliamentary dimension of regulatory cooperation in the context of the 

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership 

 Internal briefing note on the Role of the EP in the definition of EU trade policy after entry into force of 

the Lisbon treaty 

 External study on the cross-cutting and cumulative effects of EU FTAs 

 Internal briefing note comparing draft investment protection provisions (i.e. CETA, Singapore, TTIP) 

negotiated by the Commission 

 Internal briefing note on labour adjustment schemes and international trade 

 

Briefings by the EP Research Service 

 

Towards an EU-US trade and investment deal 
Cristina Cirlig, At a glance, EPRS, 25 March 2014, 2 p., 

"The EU and US are currently negotiating a trade and investment deal, which would create the world's 

largest free trade area. But the many challenges faced and increasing public opposition put successful 

conclusion of an agreement in doubt." 

 

Reshoring of EU manufacturing 
Christopher Needham, Briefing, EPRS, 25 March 2014, 6 p. 

"Rising costs in formerly low-cost countries and the need for jobs in developed countries has recently 

brought reshoring – bringing back manufacturing – to the fore. It would reverse the significant offshoring of 

EU production to low-cost countries, which occurred from the 1980s through to the 2000s." 

 

EU-Latin America relations 
Gisela Grieger, Briefing, EPRS, 17 March 2014, 12 p. 

"During the past two decades, EU-Latin America relations have been shaped at bi-regional, sub-regional and 

country levels, with regular summits of the Heads of State or Government of the two regions as the main 

driver.  Although EU trade with Latin America has increased over time in terms of value, the EU has lost 

ground in terms of market share." 

 

Corruption in Russia 
Gisela Grieger, Briefing, EPRS, 12 March 2014, 8 p. 

"Corruption in Russia is deeply entrenched and permeates all levels of Russian society. It causes significant 

financial loss to the Russian economy in terms of gross domestic product and considerably lowers the 

country's attractiveness as a foreign direct investment destination." 

 

New books in the Library reading room collection (available for loan)  

 

Alternative trade: legacies for the future 
Fridell, Gavin. - Fernwood Books, 2013, 176 p. 

"Free trade does not make a significantly positive contribution to a society’s well-being, nor 

does real free trade exist. The author confronts these assumptions through a rigorous appraisal 

of alternative trade and its imperfect legacy. Examining the history of alternative trade models 

— the International Coffee Agreement, the Canadian Wheat Board and the European-

Caribbean banana regime — he exposes the gap between “free trade” proclamations and the 

lack of actually existing free trade, arguing that the alternative trade models are much more 

http://www.library.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/lis/site/policyAreaPostDetail.form?postId=61517
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/bibliotheque/briefing/2014/140791/LDM_BRI%282014%29140791_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/bibliotheque/briefing/2014/140763/LDM_BRI(2014)140763_REV1_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/bibliotheque/briefing/2014/140742/LDM_BRI(2014)140742_REV1_EN.pdf
http://www.library.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/lis/site/content.form?symphonyId=237814
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socially efficient than what followed in their wake." 

 

Trade agreements at the crossroads 
Frankel, S.; Lewis Kolsky, M. - Routledge, 2013, 272 p. 

"The book examines trade agreements in the context of the current world economic crisis and 

the uncompleted WTO Doha Round. With economies shrinking and protectionism on the rise, 

many fear a protracted global recession. This raises important questions as to what role trade 

agreements should be playing in the current climate of uncertainty, and how best to plan for a 

more stable economic future. Previous assumptions are now being questioned, making this an 

opportune time to critically examine the WTO, FTAs, BITs, and other international economic 

law instruments." 

 

Die Freihandelsfalle: Transatlantische Industriepolitik ohne Bürgerbeteiligung – das TTIP 
Harald Klimenta, VSA, 2014, 128 p. 

"In diesem vorgestellen AttacBasis Text werden die möglichen Folgen für die politische und 

gesellschaftliche Entwicklung in Europa und Deutschland für den Fall herausgearbeitet, dass 

die Verhandlungen um eine »Transatlantische Handels- und Investitionspartnerschaft« (TTIP) 

erfolgreich verlaufen. Dabei sind so unterschiedliche Bereiche wie Gentechnik, 

Landwirtschaft, Verbraucherschutz, Investitionsschutz, Finanzmärkte, Datenschutz oder das 

öffentliche Beschaffungswesen betroffen."  

 

EP Research Service weekly newsletter on International Trade  

 

The EP Research Service weekly electronic newsletter covers EU positions, academic studies and press 

articles on International trade issues. Browse the archive and sign up. For more information please visit our 

intranet pages on International Trade, Contact - Nils Hammarlund, Ext. 42871 / Odile Maisse, Ext. 46201, 

EP Research Service 

 

 

Press releases 

 

Trade Committee backs plan to remove EU tariffs on imports from Ukraine 
Press release - 20-03-2014  

About 98% of the customs duties that Ukrainian goods exporters pay at EU borders would be removed by a 

proposal backed by the European Parliament’s International Trade Committee on Thursday. This unilateral 

measure would boost Ukraine’s struggling economy by saving its manufacturers and exporters €487 million 

a year. (Read more: Trade Committee backs plan to remove EU tariffs on imports from Ukraine)  

 

Important Meetings and Events 

 

WTO events 
 

22 April Trade Policy Review: Oman  

22 April  Trade Policy Review: Kingdom of Bahrain  

22-24 April Trade Policy Review: Qatar  

25 April Dispute Settlement Body  

Events calendar 2014 

 

 

 

 

http://www.library.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/lis/site/content.form?symphonyId=235291
http://www.library.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/lis/site/content.form?symphonyId=244556
http://www.library.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/lis/site/policyAreaPostDetail.form?selectedCategoryId=103&postId=30260&policyAreaId=5
http://www.library.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/lis/site/policyAreaPosts.form?policyAreaId=5
mailto:nils.hammarlund@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:odile.maisse@europarl.europa.eu
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/content/20140317IPR39106/html/Trade-Committee-backs-plan-to-remove-EU-tariffs-on-imports-from-Ukraine
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/events_e/events_e.htm#mon04
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Summits & Events 

 

31 March-1 April EP-PAP Parliamentary Summit, Brussels 

2-3 April 4th EU-Africa summit, Brussels  

  
 

Useful links 

 

INTA Links: 

List of INTA Members  

INTA Intranet & E-Committee 

INTA Internet 

 

EU Links:  

European Commission - Trade 

European Council 

Council of Ministers  

Greek presidency  

 

Other Links 

WTO 

Documents and publications 

 

Calendar of committee's meetings for 2014 

 

The next meeting of the Committee on International Trade is scheduled to take place on Tuesday 22, July. 

The calendar of 2014 meetings can be found here.  

 

 
Back to Content 

 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/inta/members.html#menuzone
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/inta/members.html#menuzone
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